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The present study was originally motivated by reading a paper of
M. Rajagopalan [6], The author and Sr. K. A. Bellcourt were able
to obtain the same result as M. Rajagopalan under much weaker hy-
pothesis. Latter the author realized that in the case of an iϊ*-algebra
and a two-sided iϊ*-algebra the condition " || xy || ^ M \\ x \\ || y | | " is a
consequence of the other axioms in the definition. The same is true
about right i ϊ * -algebra if we assume continuity of involution (It was
pointed out to the author that P. J . Laufer established this result in
1958. The author arrived at it independently of Laufer).

The present paper deals with the question whether the same is
true about complemented algebras. It turns out that we have to as-
sume topological semi-simplicity in some sense and continuity of the
mapping x —• xa (Sr. Bellcourt should be credited with the idea of as-
suming topological semi-simplicity). Below we have a new characteri-
zation of complemented algebras. Lemma 1 may be of interest by
itself.

2* LEMMA 1. Let A be an (associative) algebra whose underlying
vector space is a Banach space (in other words A would be a Banach
algebra if we would assume that \\xy\\ ^ Λf ||a?|| | | i/ | | ) . Suppose that
the mapping Ra: x—> xa is continuous for each a e A suppose also
that the mapping La: x—*ax is continuous for each a in some dense
subset B of A. Then A is a Banach algebra.

Proof. Let ae A and let an be a sequence of members of B such
that an—>α. Then the sequence | | α Λ | | is bounded; also the sequence
||α»ίc|| is bounded for each x in A (\\anx || g || i2. || | | α n | | ) . From
Theorem 5, page 80, of [3] we may conclude that there exists a posi-
tive number M such that | |Z/αJ| ^ M for each n.

Now let xm, xeA be such that xm—>x. Then \\ax — anxm || =
\\ax — a n x + a n x — a n x m \ \ ^ \\a — α j | | | R x \\ + M \ \ x — x m \ \ .

From this we may draw two conclusions. First of all B = A (note
that the above inequality implies that axm -+ax\ \\ ax — axm \\ ̂  || ax —
α»»m || + || α» — α || II-RβjJD Secondly, combining this fact with the
above we see that the mappijig <x, y> —> xy is continuous. This con-
clusion can be obtained also using a result of [2].
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3* DEFINITION. Let A be a complex (associative) algebra whose
underlying vector space is a Hubert space. Then A will be called a
right almost complemented algebra (r. a. c. algebra) if it has the fol-
lowing properties:

(i) In each ideal IΦ 0 there exists an element a such that there
is no sequence xn with property that a + xn — axn —> 0 (we may say
that a is not topologically quasi-regular) (compare with [11]). We will
refer to this property as a topological semi-simplicity.

(ii) The mapping Ra: x —> xa is continuous for each aeA.
(iii) The orthogonal complement Rp of a right ideal R is a right

ideal.
Note that (ii) implies that the closure of a right ideal is also a

right ideal.
Let A be a fixed r. a. c. algebra.

LEMMA 2. Every nonzero left ideal L in A contains a left pro-
jection (as in [9] and [8] it is understood that a projection is a nonzero
element).

Proof. The proof is a modification of the last part of the proof
of Theorem 3.2 of [11]. (The first part of the proof is not valid
since the mapping x —> ax does not have to be continuous. However
property (i) of the above definition is stronger than topological semi-
simplicity of [11]). We take an element a in L which is not topologi-
cally right quasi-regular, consider R — {ax — x \ x e A) and project a
upon Rp.

LEMMA 3. If e is a left projection in A then the mapping Le:
x—^ex is continuous and \\Le\\ ^ 1.

Proof. Note t h a t || x | | 2 = || ex | | 2 + \\x - ex | | 2 for each x e A.

LEMMA 4. There exists a positive number r such that r ^\\e\\

for each left projection e in A.

Proof. If the lemma is not true then we can find a sequence en

of left projections such that | |e n | |—>0. For each n let λn be a posi-
tive number such that | | λ n β n | | = 1. Then Xn—> oo and ||λΛβΛίc)| S \\R\\
for each xsA. By Theorem 5 of [3] there exists a positive number
M such that λn | |L β f i | | — | | L λ w β J | ^ M for each n. It means that
| | L e J | < 1 for n large enough.

COROLLARY. Each left projection in A is a finite sum of or-
thogonal primitive (minimal) projections.
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The following lemma is a generalization of Mazur-Gelf and theorem.
It was established by the author and Sr. K. A. Bellcourt in the latter
part of 1961 (presented to the society on February 22, 1962 [4]).

LEMMA 5. Let A be a complex (associative) algebra whose un-
derlying vector space is a Banach space. Assume further that the
mapping Ra: x —->xa is continuous for each ae A and that A is a
division algebra. Then A is isomorphic to the field of complex
numbers.

Proof. The general idea of the proof is the same as in the proof
of Theorem 22F in [5].

For each aeA let us write \a\ instead of | |JSα | | (\a\ is the norm
of the operator x —> xa). Let xe A, x Φ 0 for each complex λ let yλ

be the inverse of e — λx. If λ0 is fixed then yλ = Σ~=o(λ — \)k(y\0%)ky\0

provided λ0 is close enough to λ0 (note that that the series converges
if I λ - λo I || yHx | | < 1 since ]| {yHx)kyH || ύ II yHx II (I y^x \Y~λ IVH I) for
each k). If / is a bounded linear functional on A then the function

9>(λ) = AVi) = Σ (λ - \o)kΛ(3/^)kV^

is analytic for each λ such that e Φ XX. NOW consider

^ λ = - Σ λ—(ar1)-*

in the region | x~x \ < | λ | . By direct inspection we verify that
limλ_βottλ = — x"1 and yk — (l/λ)uλ. It follows that

lim φ(X) = Km — f{uλ) = 0 .

Invoking Liouville's theorem we conclude that x = λe (or rather x = (l/λ)β)
for some complex λ.

LEMMA 6. Let A be an algebra whose underlying vector space is
a Hilbert space. If a A has a left adjoint [8, page 52] then the
mapping La: x-+ax is continuous.

Proof. Let xn, x and u in A be such that xn —> x, axn —• u. Then
(u, z) = lim% (axn9 z) = lim% (α;n, α

ιs) = (αx, ^) for each zeA. It simply
means that u = αx. The lemma now follows from closed graph theorem.

In the following lemmas A will again denote a fixed r.a.c. algebra.

LEMMA 7. If e is a primitive left projection in A then eA and
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Ae are minimal ideals and eAe is isomorphic to the complex field.

Proof. The first part of the proof is almost identical with the
proof of Lemma 3.3 of [11]. We may conclude that ue is not topolog-
ically right quasi-regular (if eu is not) since the mapping x —•» ex is
continuous. The last part of the lemma follows from Lemma 5.

LEMMA 8. If e is a primitive left projection in A then every
element in eA has a left adjoint.

Proof. If aeeA and ae Φ 0 consider the left ideal Aa — Aea. By
Lemma 2 it contains a left projection f,f= bea for some be A. Then
ef = ebea = λα for some λ Φ 0 (if λ = 0 then 0 = fe = beae and so
be = 0). Thus a1 = X^fe. If ae = 0 then we consider a' — a + e in-
stead of a...

REMARK. We could not use the first part of the proof of Theorem
1 of [9] since we do not know whether every idempotent in A is not
topogically right quasi-regular.

Now we state our main result.

THEOREM 1. Every r.a.c. algebra is a complemented algebra.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2 of [9] we show that there
exists a dense subset B of A such that every element in B has a left
adjoint in A. The theorem now follows Lemmas 1 and 6 above.

THEOREM 2. Let A be an algebra whose underlying space is a
Hilbert space. Suppose that every element x in A has a right adjoint
xr in A. Suppose that A has at least one of the following properties:

( i ) The set of elements of A having a left adjoint is dense in A.
(ii) The mapping x—>xr is continuous.
(iii) A satisfies condition (i) of the definition of r.a.c. algebra.

Then A is a two-sided if *-algebra.

Proof. This theorem follows from Lemmas 1, 6 and Theorem 1.
(Note that an orthogonal complement of a right ideal in A is again a
right ideal).
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